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nike dunks low black and white
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"Two new colorways available for women, the nike dunks low black and white. Teal, white and silver low
top with a nylon side panel looks clean. The High top comes in almost all suede with denim lace locks.
The perforated swoosh logo featured on many court forces also makes an appearance. Both are now
available at Nike retailers including Got Sole.
This nike outlet chicago features Black tumbled leather across the uppers while Light Blue accents the
inside of the tongue, Swoosh, and rubber outsole. One of the highlights on this shoe is the Red, Blue,
and White pipping that resembles barbershop poles. The pair also features mismatched lace tips, Red
branding on the tongue and heels, and a clip blade as a lace jewel. Some of the other details include a
graphic hair design on the heel, White on the midsole, and scissor graphics on the bottom to finish the
look.
Launched in 1984, the adidas forum hi gore tex is a groundbreaking basketball staple shoe celebrated
as one of best silhouettes launched by any sportswear brand. adidas Originals refreshes the adidas
Forum Hi OG in a snakeskin and carp embossed upper with an all-white mid sole. The fashion execution
takes on retro colorway blocking of white/grey accents, while the premium finishes of snakeskin and carb
hit the side three stripes, tongue and collar of the shoe.
Kerwin’s latest work will be on the hitthefoot.com and give his twist to the shoe. As you can see, this pair
comes with a furry Blue across the upper and a lighter shade of Blue on the fuzzy laces. Next, Metallic
Silver fills in the Three Stripes branding on the panels, and Kerwin Frost branding adorns the tongue.
Lastly, Microbounce cushioning finishes the look."
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